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UNCERTAIN TIMES
BY ROSS YATES
What a year 2020 was. From murmurs about a virus
in China at the beginning of 2020, to slowly building
to a full scale lockdown on March 23rd - things have
been far from normal. As we continue to acclimatise
to the new way of working, it is clear that things will
be different for a while to come.
How did the first lockdown affect the rental market
in the short term?
Since early March 2020 we had started to experience
a drop in the number of enquiries coming in. In turn,
the number of viewings were dropping steadily
through the month. As the severity of the pandemic
was becoming more apparent by the day, we stopped
physical viewings and moved to virtual tours. After
the initial shock had passed, enquiries started to
pick up around mid April 2020 and have steadily
increased from there.
Problems faced with rental property on the market
Whilst we were still receiving applications for
properties, some applicants were not committing to
properties for various reasons. This was mainly due
to the general uncertainty, delays with removal firms
and stalled employment contracts. These issues
paired with some delayed tenant move outs created
a back log of properties that flooded the market
when restrictions eased.
What type of tenant did it affect the most?
From our experience, students. Some domestic
students simply handed in their notice and moved
home. However, the larger number of notices came
from foreign students. Around the time the lockdown
was imposed, we started to receive notices from
foreign tenants who were recalled by their countries
- mostly from the USA and Saudi Arabia.

Tenant arrears
Luckily, our tenant arrears have been nowhere near the levels we
were anticipating. Ongoing state aid will be a factor here, however
sensible tenants pay their rent before anything else. It will be
interesting to see how the next quarter fares as the harsh
economic reality of the past few months catches up with us, and we
have traversed yet another lockdown.
How will the ongoing pandemic affect the rental market?
Our business involves a lot of human interaction, so we have had to
tailor our processes to ensure we are complying with and
exceeding the ever evolving government guidelines. It has
undoubtedly affected the way agents work, however people still
need good quality homes and that will never change.
The rental market has been extremely strong in the past quarter.
Demand has outstripped supply and we have had a great selection
of applicants applying for our properties. It is now more important
than ever to ensure that you are carrying out appropriate due
diligence on prospective tenants - even down to risk rating what
industry they are employed in, as there are a few which are high
risk at present.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
SETTING YOUR RENT AT
THE CORRECT LEVEL
BY WILLIAM HUDSON
LETTING NEGOTIATOR

Your Glasgow rental property is an
investment that you want to maximise the return
on. However, setting your rent at the correct
market rate is of utmost importance for many
reasons. I have listed 3 reasons why you need to
carefully consider what level to set your rent
at compared to similar local properties.
Longer Void Periods
Void periods are a profit killer. Depending on
how long the void period is, it can quickly wipe
out the difference you are looking to gain from
trying for £100pcm over the market rate. Not
only do you have no rent coming in, you are also
accruing expenses during this period (council
tax if furnished and utilities charges). You will
also have to make void period visits to check on
the property. Sure, sometimes you can get lucky
and strike the perfect tenant who thinks that
your property is brilliant and has no issue with
the inflated price, but this is not common.

'..people willing to pay over the market
rate are usually desperate for the wrong
reasons.'
Desperate tenants
People applying for properties that are priced north
of the appropriate market rate, in general, are likely
to be desperate. This could purely be down to the
fact that they have come from another country and
need accommodation immediately. However, people
willing to pay over the market rate are usually
desperate for the wrong reasons. This can be
because they have been knocked back from several
other properties, have bad credit or are leaving
their existing accommodation in a hurry on bad
terms and can't provide references.

You might also find they bid more than the asking price, offer several
months rent in advance without being asked, or even both. Whilst all of
this may sound appealing it can sometimes be a warning sign, as it is a
way for them to try and circumvent some of the background checks.
Reduced pool of tenants and short tenancies
Overpricing your property also reduces the pool of good potential
tenants to choose from. Most good tenants are reasonably well
informed. They know roughly how much the property they are looking
at should be given the location and size. Obviously there could be some
variation between different properties on the same street due to size
and specification, but these differences can be easily worked out from
a quick online search. Even if you do secure a great tenant at an
inflated rate, they generally won't stay for long once they find out they
are paying a premium. This leads to more turn around costs and
further void periods.
The best way to maximise your return
The best way to maximise your return is to position your rental figure
at a realistic rate and then ensure that your expenses are managed
well. Using a well informed property management agency will ensure
that you are not paying for things you shouldn’t be, that you are getting
good rates on maintenance and that you are always achieving current
market rent. Your rental price should be reviewed annually so should
be adjusted to follow the market.

Recently rented
Kirklee Mansions - £2600pcm
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Crown Circus - £1200pcm

Falkland Street - £1795pcm
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Annual gutter clearing
Gutters clog with leaves and roof debris which can prevent
water from draining into the down pipes. This can make
gutters to overflow causing potential water ingress into
property, damaging the fabric of the building. If the
property has a factor in place then this should be included
as part of their maintenance programme. We carry this out
on our non-factored non tenement properties at the end of
the winter season after all leaves have fallen from the
trees. Any moss should also be cleared from the roof.

WHY YOU SHOULD BE
TAKING PLANNED
MAINTENANCE SERIOUSLY
BY JACK HELLIER

The photo to the left is from a property we took over the
management of recently. The down pipe was completely
clogged with years worth of debris, causing the gutters to
back up. The photo below is what was removed from the
down pipe. The roof was also cleared of moss. The knock on
effect of this blockage was rotten fascia boards and door
frame below.
Potential issues prevented:
Rotten sarking boards and rafter ends
Sagging gutters weighed down by wet debris
Water ingress to wall head eventually seeping internally

It is amazing the amount of times we find poorly maintained
properties that have experienced small issues manifest into
much larger ones. Whilst planned works will have a cost
associated with them, these costs should be built into your
planned operating expenses. There are some simple things
you should be doing to prevent much larger and costly issues
arising.
Reactive maintenance is unexpected by nature and is always
going to be an unknown risk. However, a regular
and planned maintenance schedule can make a massive
difference towards reducing the ongoing running costs of
your rental property. I have given some examples of planned
maintenance below.
Boiler service
Contrary to common belief, a boiler service is a different
thing entirely to a Gas Safety Certificate (GSC). Where a GSC
checks that the boiler is running within the parameters set by
the Gas Safe Register and HSE, it can pass a GSC whilst not
running at its best or most efficient. As long as all of the
required readings are within the limits, the appliance will
pass a GSC.
A boiler service is more intrusive and whilst different
engineers have varied opinions of what should be done, it
generally involves checking expansion vessels, cleaning heat
exchangers and adjusting gas valves if needed. If the boiler
has an external magnetic filter such as a Magna-clean, this
should be flushed out too. A comprehensive boiler service
should help towards reducing costly and unexpected boiler
breakdowns such as a blocked condensate trap. This is a
simple fix but would incur a separate call out during the year.
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Replacing defective silicon/grout
Shower and bath silicon should be visually checked at the
property inspections and any defective silicon replaced as
soon as possible. This is another simple maintenance issue
that can cause thousands of pounds worth of damage below
the shower or bath, and to any properties below you.
Rubber shower screen seals commonly don’t fit correctly,
are too short or are worn out. All of these issues can lead to
water spilling over the edge of the bath when showering.
Depending on the severity of the leak, damage can range
from swollen wooden flooring, floor tiles coming
loose/cracking and damage to the wall adjacent to the bath.
This issue also commonly affects the property below.
There are many other examples, but it is clear to see that
being observant and spending a little money on the right
things can save thousands of pounds of repairs that could
have been easily avoided.
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IS YOUR TENANCY
DEPOSIT USELESS?

Did you regularly inspect the property with
photographic reports?
Periodic inspections allow you to check that your property
is being looked after. They can also be used as supporting
evidence for a deposit claim at the end of tenancy.

BY VITA PARKER

For example - if you noted that there was a condensation
build up somewhere, you would write to the tenants to
advise your findings and supply some information leaflets
on condensation management. As most condensation
issues are due to poor heating/ventilation/poor tenant
lifestyle, a consistent record of you trying to help the
tenant will go a long way.

PROPERTY MANAGER

Taking a deposit from tenants upfront gives you piece of
mind that if anything goes wrong come the time they hand
their notice in, you are financially covered. However, the
deposit schemes are in place to ensure that tenants are
treated fairly. Taking a large deposit is fine, but to
successfully make a claim for deductions you need to make
sure you have the following information and have adhered
to the Deposit scheme rules.

Importance of a quality inventory
An inventory is much more than 2 sheets of A4 paper
with a list of how many forks and mugs were left. Our inhouse inventories are generally well over 60 pages and
include a full breakdown of items, condition,
state of general cleanliness and date/time stamped photos
to corroborate the written information.
Did the tenant agree to the contents of the inventory?
You need prove that the tenant received the inventory
and that you gave them the opportunity to make any
comments or observations. Generally, we allow 7 days for
any comments to be made. Thereafter, it is noted that the
tenants agree with the inventory.
Did you register the deposit in 30 days and issue
the prescribed information?
Prescribed Information is a specific list of information
relating to a tenancy that you're legally obliged to provide
to your tenants. You must serve your tenants with the
Prescribed Information within 30 days of the agent/landlord
receiving the deposit. If this is not served, the tenants are
able to claim up to 3 times the deposit value from the
landlord for breach of regulations.
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Making a claim after the tenant vacates
You need to show the tenant your findings following the
photographic check-out inspection. A photographic checkout report should be carried out in the same format as the
inventory and should highlight any changes in condition or
cleanliness.
The hope is that the tenants agree with your
findings and are happy to release the agreed sum to you. If
they do not agree, you will need to go to dispute resolution
which is a lengthy process and can take 2-3 months to
reach a decision. You will be asked to submit your
evidence and put your case forward which can be very
time consuming. Once submitted, the adjudicator will
review the submission and will make a final decision on
how to allocate the deposit.
Imagine going through the whole process to then be told
you are getting no compensation. This is the likely
outcome if you can't prove you have done things correctly
and don't have appropriate evidence to substantiate your
claim. If you stick with the above process, this should help
you to make a successful claim where it is warranted.

Expert Advice
If you require any property related advice, feel free to
email hello@yateshellier.com or call us on 0141 248 8726.
We would be delighted to assist you.
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